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Final results of Auckland vs Wellington 2018 Chanticleer Cup Challenge

Summary: To assume, based on the final points, that Auckland had it easy or that Wellington were 
not competitive couldn't be further from the truth. In the second round of Singles: Auckland 6 wins, 
Wellington 6 wins. In the second and third round of Doubles: Auckland 3 wins, Wellington 3 wins. In 
the first and second round of Triples: Auckland 2 wins, Wellington 2 wins.

Apart from the first round of Doubles when Auckland won all 6 games and the fourth round of Triples 
when Auckland won all 4 games, it was an even contest with many hard-fought games. 

I want to acknowledge four new players in the Wellington squad, Moises, Vaughan, Michelle and Trish 
that showed plenty of promise with good skills and composure in a pressure environment up against 
more experienced players.

I want to thank all the Auckland players for their commitment to training and preparing for this 
challenge. Your positive attitudes made my role much easier. Together we put the work in and the final 
result was hard earned and well deserved. I want to acknowledge our newest player Jay N, first time 
under this level of pressure and handled with great composure. 

Another player I want to mention is young gun David P, first time playing at a representative level. I 
encouraged David to trial and for a long time he played “hard to get”. I don't know of a more relaxed 
composed player under pressure, and that composure was seriously tested in the last and only game 
remaining with the scores locked on the final end after the bell. David had the only boule left in the 
game and the situation was simple – shoot the opponent’s holding boule out and his team win, miss 
and they lose. The spectators fell silent and witnessed a crowd pleasing perfect boule-to-boule spot 
carreau for the win. It was a fitting way to end a great weekend of petanque. 

Thank you to umpires Jean, Ann and Tom, without you we risk organised chaos. Thank you to the 
many people involved in running the kitchen and keeping both squads well fed – Leslie, Angela, 
Margaret, Bill, Heather, Richard, Lynne and Eileen. My apology if I missed anyone. Thank you to APA 
for trusting me in my role of coach and the Herne Bay Club for use of their facility.

Last but certainly not least, the person who should be credited the most and has been the backbone 
for the success of this event is Auckland team manager, Margaret Penny. Margaret has worked 
tirelessly over the last three months ensuring the long “to do” list was sorted, everything ran smoothly 
and well beyond my expectations.


